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Abstra t
This paper addresses the in uen e of spe i
fa tors in feature sele tion, in the ontext of
empiri al studies on lexi al verb semanti s. We
identify the semanti nearest neighbours of German parti le verbs, based on distributional similarity and standard similarity measures, with a
fo us on features at the syntax-semanti s interfa e. Varying the gold standard explores the
types of similarities between the parti le verbs
and their nearest neighbours. Finally, we apply
a Latent Semanti Analysis to he k the e e t
of dimensionality on the semanti hoi es.
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Introdu tion

German parti le verbs represent a hallenge for
statisti al NLP: They show spe i patterns
of behaviour at the syntax-semanti s interfa e,
and the semanti relation to their base verbs
(transparen y vs. opaqueness) is largely nondeterministi . We are interested in automatially indu ing semanti lasses for German partile verbs to determine the semanti ally most similar verb groups and predi t the ompositionality.
This paper presents a preliminary step on this
path: A omplex analysis su h as lassi ation
requires the de nition of multiple parameters, of
whi h the hoi e of suitable distributional features
is a ru ial part and should be addressed on a
simpli ed level. In this ontext, we present an
exploration of features to des ribe German partile verbs. The simpli ed NLP task for applying
the features is to identify the semanti nearest
neighbours of the parti le verbs, i.e. to identify
the German verbs whi h are semanti ally most
similar. We spe i ally address the in uen e of
three fa tors in feature exploration that are important in the ontext of distributional similarity
and have not yet been raised. Future work on
lassi ation will apitalise on our insights.
First Issue. We are interested in exploring

the importan e of feature sele tion with respe t
to a onsiderable sub- lass of verbs, and hoose

German parti le verbs for a ase study. Earlier

work on erned with the distributional similarity
of verbs su h as (M Carthy et al. 03; Weeds et
al. 04) uses standard features (e.g. grammati al
dependen y relations) and on entrates on the inuen e of similarity measures. Approa hes whi h
address feature sele tion with respe t to semanti
lasses of verbs su h as (Joanis & Stevenson 03;
S hulte im Walde 03) explore features for verbs
in general to indu e lasses; so far, only (Merlo
& Stevenson 01) address the issue of verb sublasses, and identify semanti role features to distinguish intransitive verb lasses.
Se ond issue. The evaluation of semanti
similarity depends on the de nition of a gold standard. However, available resour es di er strongly
in the types of semanti relations and the number
of their instantiations. Previous work has ignored
the in uen e of these evaluation parameters. We
vary the gold standard (i) sin e it allows us to assess the types of semanti relations between the
parti le verbs and their nearest neighbours; and
(ii) to get an intuition about the in uen e of the
gold standard size.

We apply a Latent Semanti
Analysis (LSA) to our feature hoi e, to explore
Third issue.

whether a dimensionality redu tion improves the
results by ltering the relevant information from

the feature ve tors, or makes the results worse by
losing relevant information as provided by the feature ve tors. LSA was designed to approa h synonymy and polysemy of high-dimensional words
(Deerwester et al. 90), and has been applied su essfully to NLP semanti tasks su h as measuring
word similarity (Landauer & Dumais 97) and parti le verb ompositionality (Baldwin et al. 03).
We investigate the di eren e of high- vs. lowdimensional ve tors for our semanti task. Rea hing an identi al or better result with a redu ed
number of features would allow us to ut down
on the time demands for omplex NLP tasks.
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German Parti le Verbs

German parti le verbs are produ tive ompositions of a base verb and a pre x parti le, whose
part of spee h varies between open- lass nouns,
adje tives, and verbs, and losed- lass prepositions and adverbs. This work on entrates on
prepositional parti le verbs, su h as ab-holen, anfangen, ein-fuhren. Parti le verb senses may be
transparent (i.e. ompositional) or opaque (i.e.
non- ompositional) with respe t to their base
verbs. For example, ab-holen `fet h' is transparent with respe t to its base verb holen `fet h', anfangen `begin' is opaque with respe t to fangen
` at h', and ein-setzen has both transparent (e.g.
`insert') and opaque (e.g. `begin') verb senses
with respe t to setzen `put/sit (down)'.
German parti le verbs may hange the synta ti behaviour of their base verbs: the parti le an saturate or add an argument to the
base verb's argument stru ture, f. example (1)
from (Ludeling 01). Theoreti al investigations
(Stiebels 96) and orpus-based work (Aldinger 04)
demonstrate that those hanges are quite regular.
(1) Sie la helt.
`She smiles.'
*Sie la helt [NPa ihre Mutter℄.
`Sie smiles her mother.'
Sie la helt [NPa ihre Mutter℄ an.
`Sie smiles her mother at.'
Even though German parti le verbs onstitute a
signi ant part of the verb lexi on, re ent work
is mostly devoted to theoreti al investigations.
To my knowledge, so far only (Aldinger 04) and
(S hulte im Walde 04) have addressed German
parti le verbs from a orpus-based perspe tive:
(Aldinger 04) de nes alternation patterns for subategorisation frames of parti le and base verbs;
(S hulte im Walde 04) des ribes the automati
identi ation and quantitative analysis of German parti le verbs. This work relies on the data
by (S hulte im Walde 04) and explores features
at the syntax-semanti s interfa e to identify the
semanti ally most similar verbs of German partile verbs, a preliminary step towards determining
transparen y/opaqueness.
Syntax-Semanti s Interfa e Previous work
on empiri al verb semanti s has shown that
distributional similarity whi h models verb behaviour (mainly with referen e to sub ategorisation, partly in luding sele tional preferen es) is a

useful indi ator of semanti lasses, e.g. (Merlo &
Stevenson 01; Joanis & Stevenson 03; Korhonen
et al. 03; S hulte im Walde 03). The underlying
hypothesis is that to a ertain extent, the lexial meaning of a verb determines its behaviour,
parti ularly with respe t to the hoi e of its arguments, f. (Levin 93). To he k on the behaviourmeaning relationship for the spe i
ase of parti le verbs, we use the following distributions to
des ribe verbs.
(1) syntax { synta ti frame types
(2) syntax-pp { synta ti frame types + PPs
(3) pref:frame-noun { sele tional preferen es;
nouns with referen e to frame type and slot
(4) pref:noun { sele tional preferen es; nouns
without referen e to frame type and slot
With des riptions (1) and (2) we follow previous work and assume synta ti frames and prepositional phrases as useful indi ators of verb behaviour to indu e semanti similarity. Des riptions (3) and (4) take a step away and refer to
spe i de nitions of sele tional preferen es.
The quantitative data are from a statisti al grammar
(S hulte im Walde 03), whose parameters were
estimated in an unsupervised training, using 35
million words of a German newspaper orpus.
The sub ategorisation information was evaluated
against di tionary entries, to ensure reliability.
(1) Sub ategorisation Frames: The verbs
are des ribed by probability distributions over 38
frame types. Possible arguments in the frames
are nominative (n), dative (d) and a usative
(a) noun phrases, re exive pronouns (r), prepositional phrases (p), expletive es (x), non- nite
lauses (i), nite lauses (s), opula onstru tions
(k). For example, the frame type `nai' indi ates
the sub ategorisation of the obligatory nominative NP (the subje t of the lause), an a usative
NP (the dire t obje t) and a non- nite lause.
Quantitative Verb Des riptions

(2) Sub ategorisation Frames + PPs:

In addition to the synta ti frame information,
the frame types distinguish prepositional phrase
types by distributing the probability mass of ppframes over prepositional phrases, a ording to
their orpus frequen ies. We onsider the 30 most
frequent PPs, referred to by ase and preposition
su h as `Dat.mit', `Akk.fur'. For example, the rened frame type `nap:Dat.mit' indi ates a nominative and an a usative NP, plus a PP with the
prepositional head mit, requiring dative ase.

(3/4) Sele tional Preferen es: The grammar provides sele tional preferen e information
on a ne-grained level: it spe i es argument realisations by their lexi al heads, with referen e
to a spe i verb-frame-slot ombination. For
example, the most frequent nominal heads subategorised in the transitive frame `na' by the
verb einsetzen `insert, start' are for the nominative slot Polizei `poli e', Regierung `government',
Wehr `army', Bahn `railway servi es', and for the
a usative slot Gas `gas', Mittel `means', Kommission ` ommittee', Wa e `weapon'. Our distributions restri t the sele tional preferen es to
frames whi h are `relevant' for parti le verbs: parti le verbs do not show the same diversity of frame
usage as non-pre xed verbs but rather fo us on
intransitive and transitive variants, in luding adjun ts, f. (Aldinger 04; S hulte im Walde 04).
We onstru t an intransitive frame set where we
onsider the nominative NPs in the frame types
`n' and `np', and a transitive frame set where we
onsider the a usative NPs in the frame types
`na', `nap', `nad', `nai', `nas'. The frame sets
therefore in lude the original frame types `n' (intransitive) and `na' (transitive), plus frame types
whi h are their potential extensions, i.e. whi h
add an argument/adjun t to the frame. The distributions pref:frame-noun and pref:noun refer to
the probabilities of nouns in these frame types;
the former distribution does en ode the referen e
of the nouns to the spe i frame and slot, the
latter does not, i.e. frequen ies of identi al nouns
in di erent frame types and positions are merged
and then transfered to probabilities. The underlying assumption for this rather rude simpli ation refers to the observation that the sele tional
preferen es of parti le verbs overlap with those
of semanti ally similar verbs, but not ne essarily
in identi al frames (S hulte im Walde 04). Finally, we de ne frequen y ut-o s, to investigate
the in uen e of the number and frequen y range
of nouns. The ut-o s are indu ed from the statisti al grammar, referring to the total frequen ies
of the nouns in the training orpus.
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Gold Standard Resour es

A gold standard in our nearest neighbour lassiation is applied to two tasks: (1) as sour e for
nearest neighbour andidates, i.e. to de ne a set
of verbs among whi h the nearest neighbours are
hosen, and (2) to evaluate the hosen neighbours

on the existen e and the type of semanti relation
with respe t to the parti le verbs. Varying the
gold standard allows us to assess di erent types
of semanti relations between the parti le verbs
and their nearest neighbours, and to explore the
experiment setup with respe t to the size of the
gold standard.
GermaNet (GN) (Kunze 00) is the German
version of WordNet (Fellbaum 98), a lexi al semanti taxonomy whi h organises nouns, verbs,
adje tives and adverbs into lasses of synonyms,
and onne ts the lasses by paradigmati relations
su h as antonymy, hypernymy, meronymy, et .
We extra ted all parti le verbs from GermaNet,
a total of 1,856 verbs; for 605 of them GN provides synonyms, for 113 antonyms, and for 1,138
hypernyms. As andidate verbs we extra ted all
verbs related to any of the parti le verbs, a total of 2,338. For omparing di erent sizes of verb
sets, we reated a redu ed set of parti le and andidate verbs (GN-red), by randomly extra ting
25 parti le verbs ea h with antonymy, synonymy,
and dire t and indire t hypernymy relations. We
obtained 95 parti le and 613 andidate verbs.
Di tionary (DIC): We use one out of numerous monolingual print di tionaries de ning synonyms and antonyms (Bulitta & Bulitta 03), and
manually opied all synonyms and antonyms for
parti le verbs whi h also appeared with a minimum frequen y of 500 in the grammar model.
This provides us with a total of 63 parti le verbs
(referring to 18 di erent base verbs) and 1,645
andidate verbs.
Human Asso iations (Asso ): In a set of
two online web experiments (Melinger & S hulte
im Walde 05), we obtained human asso iations
on parti le verbs. In the experiments, we asked
German native speakers to list spontaneous assoiations. Ea h parti ipant provided asso iations
for 50/55 verbs, the total number of verbs in the
experiments was 330/100. In the rst experiment,
36 parti le verbs were in luded in the 330 verbs;
in the se ond experiment, 76 out of 100 verbs were
parti le verbs. Ea h verb was given asso iations
by 46{54 (exp1) and 32{34 (exp2) parti ipants.
We use all asso iated verbs from the experiment
as andidates.
Table 1 shows for ea h gold standard resour e
the number of parti le verbs (pv), the number
of andidate verbs ( and), the average number of
andidate verbs with a semanti relation to a par-

pv
1,856
95
63
36
76

GN
GN-red
DIC
Asso 1
Asso 2

and
2,338
613
1,645
623
1,040

avg rel
10
12
47
25
19

baseline
0.43%
1.93%
2.84%
4.01%
1.84%

Table 1: Verbs and baseline
ti le verb (avg rel), and the average number of related verbs in relation to the number of andidate
verbs. The last olumn represents the baseline for
the experiments, sin e it is the han e of `guessing' a related verb. Note that the baselines are
very low be ause of the large number of andidate verbs.1
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Semanti Nearest Neighbours

The experiments explore the semanti nearest
neighbours of the German parti le verbs in the
following way. The parti le verbs and their andidates are instantiated by probability distributions based on the feature des riptions, and for
ea h parti le verb the nearest neighbour is determined. Semanti similarity is al ulated by
the distan e measure skew divergen e, f. Equation (3), a variant of the Kullba k-Leibler (KL)
divergen e, f. Equation (2). The skew divergen e measures the distan e between the parti le
verbs v1 and the andidate verbs v2 and determines the losest verb. It has been shown an effe tive measure for distributional similarity (Lee
01). As ompared to KL, it tolerates zero values in the distributions, be ause it smoothes the
distan es by a weighted average of the two distributions ompared. The weight w is set to 0.9.

X

(

) = D(p jj q) =

(

) = D(p jj w  q + (1

d v1 ; v2

d v1 ; v2

i

p

i log
w

i
i

p
q

)  p)

(2)
(3)

A nearest neighbour is orre t if it bears a semanti relation to the parti le verb, a ording to
the gold standard. The su ess of the experiments is measured by pre ision, the number of
orre t neighbours in relation to the total number
of guesses, i.e. the number of parti le verbs in the
gold standard. Table 2 presents pre ision results
for the di erent kinds of distributions. The numbers of features are given in itali s. The pref distributions refer to the intransitive frame set and
1
We realise that our baseline is generous, but it is suÆient, sin e the baseline is not ru ial for our exploration.

the transitive frame set, and to noun ut-o s of
10, 100, 500 and 1,000. Considering higher uto s than 1,000 resulted in lower pre ision results
than in the presented table. The best number per
gold standard is printed in bold.
The pre ision results might appear quite low
at rst sight; but relating them to the respe tive baselines (between 0.43% and 4.01%) demonstrates the su ess of the higher table s ores.
The synta ti behaviour by itself (distribution:
syntax ) is not mu h help for identifying semanti nearest neighbours; additional prepositional
information improves the results (distribution:
syntax-pp ) only slightly. This insight is espeially interesting be ause it is spe i for parti le
verbs; omparable experiments on non-pre xed
verbs demonstrated that syntax-pp information
is a very useful hint for semanti verb similarity, sometimes even better than sele tional preferen e information, f. (Joanis & Stevenson 03;
S hulte im Walde 03). For the parti le verbs, the
most su essful distributions are learly the nominal preferen es (distributions: pref:frame-noun
and pref:noun ), with only slight di eren es between the ut-o s. Interestingly, the di eren es
between pref:frame-noun (with referen e to the
frame) and pref:noun (without referen e to the
frame) are also minimal.
For DIC and Asso 1, the di eren es between
the syntax and the pref variants are signi ant,2
while the di eren es within those groups are not.
For the other resour es, none of the di eren es
are signi ant. We on lude that the relevant information in the distributions are the nouns; the
referen es to the argument stru ture (and, therefore, the fun tions of the nouns) are of minor importan e. Triggered by the observation that the
nouns play su h a major role in the verb des riptions, we performed a follow-up experiment where
we reated verb distributions that used all nouns
in the window of the respe tive verbs, disregarding the noun fun tion ompletely. We used windows of 5, 20 and 50 words to the left and the
right of the verbs, and noun frequen y ut-o s as
before, 10, 100, 500 and 1,000. None of the window distributions rea hed the results as based on
the pref distributions; summarising, the relation
of the nouns to the verbs is of minor importan e
(as we said above), but yet it plays a role that only
2

All signi an e tests have been performed with

2 ; df = 1; = 0:05.

GN
GN-red
DIC
Asso 1
Asso 2

syntax

syntax-pp

38

183

2.13
6.32
6.35
16.76
9.21

3.11
9.47
12.70
22.22
11.84

10
81,710

8.11
17.89
33.33
50.00

21.05

pref:frame-noun
100
500
51,092

8.77
17.89
34.92
50.00

21.05

22,314

7.87
15.79

36.51

50.00

21.05

1000

10

13,570

14,371

7.38
12.63
34.92
47.22
19.74

pref:noun
100
500
5,989

9.67

9.59

2,072

20.00

20.00

20.00

31.75
50.00
18.42

31.75
52.78
15.79

9.26

33.33

55.56

15.79

1000
1,170

8.11
15.79
31.75
50.00
19.74

Table 2: Pre ision of skew nearest neighbours
nouns with spe i fun tions are in luded in the
distributions. In addition, varying the frequen y
ut-o s for nouns illustrates that using very high
or very low ut-o s (referring to using most vs.
only high-frequent nouns) tends to be less su essful than keeping to a medium range.
The results with syntax and syntax-pp show
that the syntax-semanti s mapping hypothesis
does not apply to parti le verbs as it does to verbs
in general, and we provide the following explanation. Transparent parti le verbs are semantially similar to their base verbs, but nevertheless
do not ne essarily agree with them in their synta ti behaviour. (Re all that German parti le
verbs may hange the synta ti behaviour of their
base verbs, f. Se tion 2.) And sin e we know
that semanti ally similar non-pre xed verbs show
agreement in their behaviour to a large extent, we
assume that the frame mismat h transfers from
the base verbs to other verbs in their respe tive semanti lass. This means that a synta ti
des ription of transparent parti le verbs and semanti ally similar verbs is not expe ted to show
strong overlap. As a follow-up step on this insight, future work will implement Aldinger's alternation patterns for sub ategorisation frames
of parti le verbs and their base verbs, and investigate whether the synta ti features are more
helpful when they in lude the regular mappings
of typi al frames. For opaque parti le verbs, we
annot make strong statements. Sin e they ompositionally represent idioms, we assume that
they undergo the syntax-semanti relationship,
i.e. that they behave similarly as semanti ally
similar verbs. For both parti le verb ategories,
there is general agreement in the sele tional preferen es of parti le verbs and verbs in the same
semanti lass, as the pref results illustrate.
Comparing the results with respe t to the gold
standard resour es, we observe strong di eren es;
for Asso 1 we obtain signi antly better results
than for all other resour es ex ept DIC. GN is signi antly worse than most other resour es. The

di eren es illustrate the diÆ ulty of the task; it
is easier to `guess' a orre t nearest neighbour for
DIC and Asso 1 than for the other resour es, espe ially GN, f. Table 1. This has to do with the
size of the resour es and also with their `generosity' of providing related verbs. Furthermore, the
semanti nearest neighbours allow us to investigate the kinds of semanti relations whi h are dete ted. In the GermaNet results, the hypernyms
dominate the relations: the neighbours in the
best results in lude 72/68% hypernyms, 23/21%
synonyms, and 2/0% antonyms; in some ases
the neighbours are de ned in GermaNet as both
synonyms and hypernyms (e.g. anfeuern `shout
en ouragement'{animieren `animate' where animieren an be a synonym or a hypernym). The
fa t that the hypernyms dominate the results is
not surprising, be ause they represent 44% of the
urrent GN relations (as ompared to 10% synonyms and 1% antonyms), but the proportion
is even stronger than in GN. This means that
our distributional similarity orresponds rather to
the GermaNet hypernym than the GermaNet synonym/antonym de nitions. In the di tionary results, we en ounter more balan ed proportions:
43% synonyms vs. 48% antonyms, plus 2 ases
de ning a synonymous and antonymous relation
at the same time. Still, as ompared to 51%
and 49% of all en oded relations representing
synonyms/antonyms, the proportion of antonyms
in our results is slightly stronger than for synonyms. Finally, the human asso iations demonstrate a more variable pi ture of semanti verb
relations: we nd a large number of synonyms or
near-synonyms su h as abhalten{veranstalten `arrange, organise', zunehmen{ansteigen `in rease';
antonyms su h as aufhoren{anfangen `stop' vs.
`begin', einpa ken{auspa ken `pa k' vs. `unpa k';
but only a few hypernyms su h as aufbre hen{
o nen `break open' vs. `open', eins harfen{
mitteilen `in ul ate' and `inform'. In addition,
we nd verb pairs with ba kward presupposition, su h as absturzen{ iegen ` rash (with re-

spe t to a plane)' and ` y', ausal relations su h
as einbro ken{auslo eln `get into/out of trouble', einsturzen{renovieren ` ollapse' and `renovate', and verbs referring to temporally related
s ript-based events, su h as eins henken{trinken
`pour' and `drink', and umbringen{sterben `kill'
and `die'. The examples show that semanti similarity as based on our distributional similarity
refers to a variety of semanti relations, whi h are
not overed by the standard manual resour es.
Future work will address the question of whi h
kinds of features/distributions are asso iated with
whi h kinds of relations.
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Latent Semanti Analysis

In a nal step of feature exploration, we apply
a Latent Semanti Analysis (LSA) to the feature
distributions, and then identify the nearest neighbours on basis of the LSA matrix. LSA is a te hnique for dimensionality redu tion whi h was introdu ed by (Deerwester et al. 90) to address
the synonymy and polysemy of high-dimensional
word ve tors. It performs a Singular-Value Deomposition on high-dimensional ve tors: The
original obje t  feature matrix Mof is represented as the produ t of three matrixes Ook 
Sk k  Fk f , with the diagonal of S as the linearly independent singular ve tors. Choosing k
onsiderably smaller than the original number of
dimensions f , the matrix O represents a dimensionality redu tion of M , approximating a least
squares best t to M . The optimal number of
dimensions varies, depending on the task.
The goal of applying LSA to our data is twofold: (i) to explore whether a dimensionality redu tion improves the results by using relevant information from the feature ve tors, or makes the
results worse by losing relevant information provided by the ve tors; (ii) rea hing an identi al or
better result with a redu ed number of features
uts down on time demands for NLP tasks. As
basis for LSA, we use the most su essful verbfeature ombination from our experiments, with
Asso 1 as gold standard and pref:noun and uto 500 as feature set. The verb-noun matrix has
623  2; 072 dimensions. As matrix values we use
(a) the original verb-noun o-o urren e frequenies fvn , (b) the frequen ies transformed to their
log = log(f + 1), and ( ) weighted
logarithm: fvn
vn
by their idf (inverse do ument frequen y) value:
idf
fvn = fvn  log (N=n), with N the total number

50
’LSA-freq’
’LSA-log’
’LSA-tf.idf’

45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Figure 1: Pre ision for varying dimensions
of features, and n the number of features a verb
o-o urs with. The transformations (b) and ( )
are ommon matrix transformations in LSA, f.
(Deerwester et al. 90; Manning & S hutze 99).
LSA is applied to the three matrixes, and the
feature dimensions are systemati ally redu ed to
k = 25; 50; :::; 2050. Sin e the lower-dimensional
ve tors are not probability distributions, we annot apply the skew divergen e ; we use the osine
of the ve tors' angle, another standard measure.
For omparison reasons, our previous experiments
were repeated with the osine ; the pre ision for
Asso 1/pref:noun500 is 38.89%, non-signi antly
worse than the skew divergen e result (55.56%).
Figure 1 shows the pre ision results of identifying the semanti nearest neighbours with the LSA
matri es (a) LSA-freq, (b) LSA-log, and ( ) LSAtf.idf. LSA does improve the results on semanti neighbourhood, but only when performed on
the original frequen ies, and only with spe i dimensionality (225 dimensions). That LSA is most
su essful on the original frequen ies is surprising,
sin e previous work emphasised the importan e
of feature weighting for LSA, e.g. (Landauer &
Dumais 97). The improvement is non-signi ant.
In addition, even the best results with the osine
measure for redu ed dimensionality are still below
the results as obtained with the skew divergen e
for the original probability ve tors.
Summarising, in our task of identifying semanti nearest neighbours on the basis of spei verb-noun relations, the task pre ision su ers
from redu ing the matrix information by LSA.
Only when using the original frequen ies and with
ertain dimensionality, the task-relevant information is preserved. However, for the purpose of
time-saving experiments, a single spe i redu tion is suÆ ient. In on lusion, it is advisable to
apply LSA (and invest the time to nd the op-

timal dimensions) only in ases where su eeding
experiments pro t from the redu ed number of
features.
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Summary

In this paper, we addressed the in uen e of three
fa tors in feature exploration that are important
in the ontext of distributional semanti similarity. In a ase study on German parti le verbs
the task was to determine their semanti nearest
neighbours. First, we showed that the e e t of
features at the syntax-semanti s interfa e di ers
for parti le verbs as ompared to the standard
ase of non-pre xed verbs. In a ordan e with
theoreti al observations, the relevant information
in the distributions are the nouns; the referen es
to the argument stru ture (and, therefore, the
fun tions of the nouns) are of minor importan e.
Our results illustrate the importan e of feature
sele tion with respe t to a spe i set of data and
the task. Se ond, we varied the gold standard
in the evaluation of the nearest neighbours, to
he k the dependen ies on the various types of
similarities and the number of orre t solutions.
We demonstrated that the pre ision is related to
the number of orre t hoi es, whi h shows how
mu h the size of the gold standard in uen es the
su ess. Our best result was a pre ision rate of
55.56%, as ompared to a baseline of 4.01%. This
result was obtained on a gold standard of human
asso iations in web experiments. It outperforms
pre ision values for gold standard resour es enoding only synonymy, antonymy and hypernymy,
and illustrates that semanti similarity as based
on our distributional similarity refers to a variety
of semanti relations, su h as temporal and ausal
relations, whi h are not overed by the standard
manual resour es. Finally, a dimensionality redu tion by LSA redu ed the features to an optimised number of dimensions. In ontrast to previous work, we demonstrated that LSA on the original frequen y distribution is more appropriate for
our data and task than using the weighted versions. But only spe i lower-dimensional representations outperform the high-dimensional representations, so it is advisable to apply LSA only
in ases where su eeding experiments pro t from
the redu ed number of features. In future work
we will investigate whi h of our insights transfer
from the ase study to the general ase of German
verbs.
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